Today’s Class

• Brief overview on
  • Multilingual Image Captioning
  • Multimodal Machine Translation
Multilingual Image Captioning

1. There is a young girl on her cell-phone while skating.

2. Eine Frau im blauen Shirt telefoniert beim Rollschuhfahren.

(b) Independent descriptions
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In the latest version

• Captions in English and German
• 30,000 images
• 5 captions per image per language = 5 * 30,000 * 2
• Images from the Flickr30k dataset

Multimodal Machine Translation

1. Trendy girl talking on her cellphone while gliding slowly down the street

2. Ein schickes Mädchen spricht mit dem Handy während sie langsam die Straße entlangschwebt.

(a) Translations
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In the latest version

- Captions in English, German, French and Czech
- 30,000 images
- 1 captions per image per language = 30,000 * 4
- Images from the Flickr30k dataset

Multimodal Machine Translation

Captions

- 紅白で統一されたスタイリッシュなキッチン
- 白黒の床に置かれた赤と白に統一されたキッチン
- 赤と白と黒で統一されたキッチン
- モノトーンと赤で統一されたモダンなキッチン
- キッチンには銀色の取っ手がついた赤色の収納庫がある

STAIR Captions: Constructing a Large-Scale Japanese Image Caption Dataset
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- Based on the COCO Dataset but with Japanese – so combined with COCO it is 10 captions per image for > 100,000 images.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.00823
Integrating Vision and Language: Multimodal Machine Translation

P(caption' / image, caption)

+ Two people playing with a kite on the beach

Dos personas jugando en la playa con una cometa.

Datasets: Multi30K: English-German, English-French, IAPR-TC 12 English-German, Pascal Sentence Japanese-English

Integrating Vision and Language: Multimodal Machine Translation

\[ P(\text{caption}' / \text{image}, \text{caption}) \]

**Diagram:**
- Vision Deep CNN
- Recurrent Text Encoder
- Recurrent Text Decoder

**Text:**
- Two people playing with a kite on the beach
- Dos personas jugando en la playa con una cometa.

**Examples:**
- GRU Encoder + CNN Encoder + GRU Decoder (Attention)
Sample Multimodal MT Model in more detail

DCU-UvA Multimodal MT System Report
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Deep Neural Networks are quite Rigid

[In most cases] once a model is trained, input and output variables are fixed.
Feedback Propagation Inference as a solution

We found that output variables can be used as input at test time by iterative inference using backward and forward passes on intermediate features.

\[ a^*_i = \arg\min_{a_i} L(Y_k, F^{(l)}_k(a_i, \Theta)), \]
\[ \hat{Y}_u = F^{(l)}_u(a^*_i, \Theta). \]
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Feedback Propagation Inference as a solution

We found that output variables can be used as input at test time by iterative inference using backward and forward passes on intermediate features.

\[ a_t^* = \arg \min_{a_t} L(Y_k, F_k^{(l)}(a_t, \Theta)), \]
\[ \hat{Y}_u = F_u^{(l)}(a_t^*, \Theta). \]
Image Captioning Models
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Some Results

**INPUTS**

![Image](image_url)
edin Mann fängt das Ball am Strand.

**OUTPUTS**

**image:** A man in a white shirt is jumping in the air.

**image + de:** A man is playing with a red ball on the beach.
Some Results

**INPUTS**

![Image of scissors on a table](image)

**OUTPUTS**

**image**: A group of blue and white cake on a table.

**image + jp**: A table topped with lots of blue and white scissors.

新聞紙の上に無数のはさみがおいてある
Some Results

ein Kleinkind spielt mit einer gelben Plastikschippe.

a baby is playing with a yellow ball in the grass.

デスク の 上 に パソコン や ライト、 本 が 置かれている

a desk with a laptop and a book.
Questions?